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Preparedness for the Third Wave
United Way Delhi moved ahead innovatively with audio-visual messages
to aware communities to gear up against Coronavirus. With the
approach of not putting the guard down, United Way Delhi with Tata
Steel launched a COVID awareness mobile van called 'COVID Raksha
Rath'. The van had messages placed conveying appropriate protocols to
avoid the diseases. But, to aware communities in the district of
Sahibabad effectively the van played a public announcement jingle.
With regular workshops and sessions by the program team, the
organisation unitedly marched in the battle against Coronavirus.

Stabilizing Communities
The team acknowledged the issues of the digital divide and financial
instability and collaborated with corporate partners, government
stakeholders and community members to march forward and wining the
problems by fighting unitedly.
Communities faced problems in procuring essential family supplies like
groceries and sanitation essentials because of fewer opportunities to
maintain regular incomes during the lockdown. On the other hand,
students from vulnerable communities were challenged to access digital
devices for virtual education because of affordability to have a complete
eco-system.
The intervention aimed to handhold families in need via Family Essentials
Kits comprising groceries and sanitation supplies supporting individual
lives too. The campaign also strengthened students by supporting them
with digital tablets and laptops with a 1 - year internet connectivity. Also,
the aid of educational kits, consisting of stationary material to build
individual systems for virtual education, helped students in the longer
run.
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Public Announcement
for COVID Awareness

FAMILY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

The Family Assistance Program
(FAP) aims to support the families
that are severely impacted during a
two-year-long pandemic of
Coronavirus. The project focuses
on facilitating support to the
families that have lost bread
earners and families led by single
mothers in the communities of
Delhi NCR.
The immediate support under
different essential domains
includes health, education,
livelihood, food and shelter.
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VITALISING
PEOPLE & CULTURE
Why are we inculcating the 'People & Culture'
Department?

To create and maintain an environment that fosters personal & professional growth
of all personnel and incorporates the organizational values within the personnel &
workplace culture, United Way Delhi has revived the People & Culture department.
Through the contextual intervention under People & Culture, United Way aims to fully
engage the range of assets available within our personnel and workplace for the
operational benefits of both the organization as well as the individuals associated.

PRIMARY FOCUS

United Way Delhi exhibits diversity in every
step and strives further to inculcate the value
of diversity and inclusion among team
members and also in programmatic
interventions.
The first step towards the common good is
to accept the uniqueness that each individual
holds and then unitedly walking together on a
road to development, peace and happiness.

The People & Culture initiatives are designed to ensure that the people
associated with United Way Delhi, personnel as well as the community
members, are supported with an enabling environment where their capacities
and overall well-being are focused upon.
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Board Handover

Mr Kapil Kumria, Founding Board Member & Former Chairperson, passed the baton to Ms Rina Kaushal at the United
Way Delhi's Head Office. Mr Kapil has always been an enlightening force for the organisation and his idea of
empowerment of the individual lives has always motivated the team of United Way Delhi.
United Way Delhi is honoured to welcome Ms Rina Kaushal as our incoming Chairperson on United Way Delhi's Board.
Ms Rina is an entrepreneur and educationist, who brings a diverse experience of over 25 years in the senior
management role. She holds extensive experience in roles including strategic partnerships, fundraising, program
development, marketing & international businesses. She is currently the Director at TM Inputs and Services Pvt Ltd and
Vardan Ceqube Advisors Pvt Ltd.
United Way Delhi extends gratification to thank Mr Kapil Kumria & Ms Rina Kaushal for their guidance and the upcoming
initiatives for the common good.

It’s a constant endeavour at United Way
Delhi to keep up the learning curve.
For ensuring this thought, a Capacity
Building workshop was organised for
the project teams & staff.
Key Points:
1. Risk Management
2. Communications
3. Information Flow
4. Reporting & Monitoring

Workshops Planeed
in the Subsequent Quarters
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To Bridge | To Represent | To Uplift

Video
documentation
at NITRD, Delhi
to know how the
way impact is
made with the
support of UWD
& Facebook
(Meta).

In-charge of an
SDMC School
talks about the
importance of
toilets in the lives
of girl students
and how porta
toilets by UWD &
SBI Card would
be beneficial.

Youth from
Chetna-Youth
Resource
Centre, created
a video with
UWD for COVID
awareness in
the community.

The camera
captures the
green part of
the high-tech
city of
Gurugram,
created with the
efforts of Max
Life & UWD.

United Way Delhi encourages the Communications team to bring stories of hope and change, and promotes audio-visual
learning in communities with the vital support of prominent stakeholders like government, corporate donors and the
communities that are impacted.
With the hope of community good and capturing frames with natural emotions and thoughts, the lens urges to motivate
the viewers to join the movement of living united.

To harness and amplify the idea of 'Give, Advocate & Volunteer', the Communications Team of United Way Delhi
engages with the Indian School of Business to build an updated strategy document on a pro-bono basis.
A team of students from ISB with the Communications Team developed a communication strategy doc for the
improved and innovative dissemination of ideas and stories.

COMMUNICATIONS
BOARD SUBCOMMITTEE

Mr Alok Lall
Executive Director McCann
Worldgroup. India Head of
Advertising,
McCann Ericksson

Ms Shan Jain
Independent Marketing and
Brand Consultant, Ex-Chief
Strategy Officer, ex-Leader
Business Transformation
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The team is obliged to engage in a new approach
of collaborating with the experts from the
organisation's board to achieve a sustainably
developed ecosystem with a 'glocalised' mission
and vision, including the planned budget for
innovative strategies to be executed on diverse
platforms.
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PROGRAMMATIC UPDATES

Youth Appeals to Fight Against COVID
While the community continued to celebrate and share joy during the
festive season of Diwali, youth from Chetna - Youth Resource Centre
came forth with an appealing video message for promoting an idea of
not putting the guard down against COVID.
Chetna Youth Resource Center is a part of United Way Delhi's IDIA
(Integrated Development Through Innovative Approaches) Project
supported by TATA Steel, aiming at the holistic development of
children, youth and community.

Ambassadors for Creating Generations of
Responsible Road Users
Training of teachers was conducted with the teachers at KR Mangalam school
under the Road Safety Program, initiated by United Way Mumbai, implemented by
United Way Delhi and supported by Total Energies.
Training teachers aim to create road safety ambassadors among school teachers
to encourage students to become safe and responsible road users in future. The
team has trained more than 200 in the 2nd phase with the hope of motivating more
ambassadors.

Community Trails with Eco Sarathi
Tidy Trails, a campaign by PepsiCo India and United Way Delhi, has
successfully onboarded 600+ establishments in Mathura and Vrindavan.
The campaign aims to sensitize communities on responsible
management and upcycling of plastic through a dedicated mobile van
'Eco Sarathi'. OIt traverse to the shops to pick the post-consumer
plastic waste to be recycled and repurposed.
Tidy Trails encourages people to keep their local environment clean and
foster tidiness for setting good examples and inspiring other
communities to follow, with the help of community partner Sustainify.

Inculcating Teachings from the Constitution
On the Constitution Day of India, more than 25 youth from KarvaanYouth Resource Centre, Aya Nagar, Delhi, enthusiastically participated
in an awareness session. They gained knowledge of the Indian
Constitution, its historic significance and its importance in our lives.
Karvaan - Youth Resource Centre functions under the School Centered
Community Development (SCCD) Program, an initiative by United Way
Delhi and Genpact that aims to empower communities by enabling an
eco-system that ensures holistic development of children and youth.
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PROGRAMMATIC UPDATES

High-Tech Gurugram strived ahead
for a Greener Gurugram
United Way Delhi with corporate partner Max Life adopted 7500. sq.
metres of land in Gurugram with the support from Gurugram
Metropolitan Development Authority (GMDA) for converting it into a
green belt. The area pans from the metro area of Iffco Chowk to MG
Road near Aravali Biodiversity Park comprising areas of central vista as
well. More than 2000 saplings have been planted accumulating 3 metric
tons of carbon.

Paving Ways for the Communities
United Way Delhi with corporate partner Barclays plc and implementing
partner, extended support to more than 25,000 lives in geographies of
Delhi, Mumbai, Pune, Chennai, Hyderabad, Bengaluru and Kolkata to
overcome the difficulties caused because of the Coronavirus
pandemic. The intervention incorporates ration supply, family essential
kits and mentoring of youth to become dynamic professionals in
future.

Exhibiting Hand Crafted Clothes by
Women
Team Samriddhi organised an exhibition at Railway Colony, Gurugram to
exhibit designer clothes produced by the women SHGs associated with
the program in Kapashera. The exhibition aimed to market the product
and seek feedback from the potential customers for the quality.
Samriddhi Program is an initiative by United Way Delhi and Cargill Inc, to
bring financial stability to the livelihood of women from the migrated
community through building the capacities of women and urging them to
become entrepreneurs with aid in business development from production
to marketing of their products.

Empowering Youth for the Strengthening
Medical Ecosystem
Project Parivartan in alignment with SDG 8 - Decent Work and Economic
Growth and SDG 3 - Good Health and Well Being, aims to empower youth
from vulnerable communities by training and up-skilling them for the
medical ecosystem of India and generating dynamic healthcare
professionals.
It is an initiative by HDFC Bank in association with GE Healthcare and
United Way Delhi as the implementing partner.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

United Way Delhi's extends gratitude to all the stakeholders for sharing their presence on
social media platforms with active participation. It is a motivation for the team to bring out
the stories from the ground and reach the communities with better help.

1K+ Followers
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UNITED WE FIGHT

UNITED WE WIN

The world in recent times has been experiencing a turbulent phase.
We faced newer challenges at the same time, but we all witnessed
the importance of care and compassion. Today, we need the
common language of love, transcending boundaries, more than
ever.
United Way Delhi with the women at Gulmehar have coconceptualised 12 beautiful words from across the world-words
that may not have an exact translation in English but convey so
much more through their charm, warmth and depth, the form of a
calendar.
Feel free to get in touch with us to place orders.

HIRAETH

MERAKI

HYGGE

HOʻOPONOPONO
TAWAKKUL
Calendar 2022
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FIRGUN

KEFI

SOBREMESA
WABI -SABI

NIKSEN

UBUNTU
VORFREUDE
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www.unitedwaydelhi.org

info@unitedwaydelhi.org

United We
+91 11 40507970

Can Make a

Difference!

Live United

S-79, First Floor,
Pancheel Park, Delhi - 110017

Give | Advocate | Volunteer

Live United

United Way Delhi is registered to receive FCRA with a registration certificate valid till 2023.
Donations made to United Way Delhi are eligible to receive 80G, under 12A of the Income Tax.
UWD is Registered on portals including NGO Darpan, Give India, CAF & Goodera, D&B

